Nepal Planet Treks &amp; Expedition P. Ltd.

Chandragiri Hill Day Tour in Kathmandu,Cable
Car

Introduction
Chandragiri hill tour is the nearest popular hill for day hikers and takers after opened the cable car
service. Top of the Chandran Giri hill you can see and enjoy one of the best views with snow Cover
Mountain and d all Himalayas range then you can see the all Kathmandu city with all country site valley
top of the Chandra Giri Hill even from Cable car too.
it just takes 10 minutes from bottom to top to via cable car to reach the main point. It is an attractive point
for popular traveler and hiker and also begging popular for Hindu pilgrims and for cool down mediation
to as yoga around Hill,
Chandragiri Hill is 2500m and it is popular coz of the cable car is another attraction for local peoples
especially for the local because Nepal has not many cable car service, we have just two cable car service
in Nepal- Chandragiri and Manakamana temple. So that every day a lot of hiker and local peoples used to
go to Chandragiri Hill at the top for fresh and enjoy the views. But nowadays many tourists also go to see
the views and Himalayas from the top, some of the religious peoples also go over there prayer and yoga.
It is very nearly from the city of the Kathmandu, You can go to easy from your hotel or full-day
sightseeing after evening drive to the place of the cable car, it is just 3o minute drive and 10 minutes by
cable car and 30 minutes up and drives back Hotel if you have time you can enjoy more time over there.
So for further details information, more queries please u can email, Phone, Viber or WhatsApp, regarding
your time table, holidays we will arrange for you, for the best panorama views from the top of the
Chandragiri Hill.
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Trip Facts
Trip Grade:

Easy

Best Season

All months.

Per Day Hiking:

5-6 Hour

Elevation

2500m

Trip Cost

95

Group Size

1-20

Trip Start

kathmandu

Trip End

Kathmandu

Fix Departure

All the years

Itinerary Details
Day : Day tour Out of Valley
It is a 35-minute drive from the center of Kathmandu town and there is two option either you go to the top
with cable car and back to come back to down walk to driving place or you can both way via cable car.

Cost Includes
Private transport Hotel to Hotel.
E entrance fee for the cable car
Tour Guide in during the tour.

Cost Excludes
Your meals during the day.
All your personal expenses,
If you do any Extra activities etc,
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